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The paper considers a comprehensive analysis and comparative study of two advanced Large 

Language Models (LLMs), namely LLaMA 2 and Mixtral, with a specific focus on their 

performance in executing instructional tasks. These models were fine-tuned using techniques such 

as LoRA and QLoRA, which were applied to extensive instruction datasets. The fine-tuning 

process was further enhanced by the implementation of Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning (PEFT) 

on NVIDIA A100 Tensor Core GPU instances, ensuring optimal performance. Both LLaMA 2 

and Mixtral models were fine-tuned using the Hugging Face and PyTorch platforms, ensuring that 

similar parameters were maintained to facilitate a fair comparison. An inference was made using 

data not used in the initial training phase. This approach was adopted to test the models' ability to 

generalize and adapt to new, unseen data, thereby providing a more robust evaluation of their 

performance. An evaluation framework was established using the RAGAS library. The 

framework was designed to provide precise and reliable metrics, offering a comprehensive 

assessment of the models' performance. While the LLaMA 2 model demonstrates a faster rate of 

fine-tuning, it is susceptible to overfitting. On the other hand, Mixtrail, despite requiring more 

time for training, outperforms in evaluations, making it a more dependable tool for instructional 

tasks. 
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Introduction 

The progress in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has been significantly driven by 

advanced models like Transformers [1], BERT [2], and GPT [3], which use Attention 

Mechanisms [4] and similar technologies. These models have greatly improved tasks such as 

text classification, machine translation, sentiment analysis, and summarization. Newer models 

like GPT-3.5 [5], GPT-4 [6], Claude-2 [7], and BARD [8] have expanded NLP capabilities, 

introducing features like learning from context and handling tasks without prior specific 

training. 

However, using these large language models (LLMs) for specialized tasks, especially in 

business, can be challenging. Typically, Supervised Fine-Tuning (SFT) [9] is used to adapt 

these general models to specific needs, but it's difficult to keep their broad language skills 

while also making them efficient for specific domains [10]. In commercial settings, it's also 

hard to measure how well these models perform because there isn't a standard way to evaluate 

them, and existing benchmarks [11] don't fit well with specialized industrial needs [12]. 

https://doi.org/10.30970/eli.26.2.
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It's important to note that many of these models, like GPT-4, Claude-2, and BARD, are 

accessible through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). However, using APIs raises 

issues about data privacy due to unclear data handling practices [13]. An alternative could be 

Retrieval Augmented Generation (RAG) [14], but this still involves sending data to external 

services. Also, frequent API use can become expensive. A better approach might be to fine-

tune models on personal servers, which could be more cost-effective and secure. 

Fine-tuned LLMs can be used in many ways and can greatly impact different areas of our 

lives. For example, they can be very useful in media and communication, helping to tell the 

difference between real news and fake or biased news [15]. LLMs can also be used in finance, 

where they can help analyze financial news in detail [16]. The fact that LLMs can be used in so 

many ways shows how important they are and how much potential they have for use in 

different areas. 

This paper focuses on comparing two advanced LLMs, LLaMA 2 [17] and Mixtral [18], 

specifically on how well they perform instructional tasks. These models were fine-tuned using 

advanced techniques like LoRA [19] and QLoRA [20] on NVIDIA A100 Tensor Core GPUs 

[21], using methods that don't require many resources (Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning, 

PEFT) [22, 23]. 

We also developed an evaluation framework [24] that suits both industrial and general 

uses, providing accurate and reliable performance metrics. This research could help guide 

future LLM applications and studies. 

The paper is organized as follows: We start with a literature review on the evolution of 

LLMs and their use in specialized areas. Next, we discuss the data and methods used in our 

study. We then present our findings and discuss their implications for both research and 

practical applications. The paper concludes with a summary of key points and suggestions for 

further research. 
 

Methodology 

This research focused on adjusting two models, LLaMA 2 and Mixtrail. These models 

come in three different sizes: 7b, 13b, and 70b. However, due to limited resources, the smallest 

size, 7b, was chosen for this experiment. The fine-tuning was done using the PyTorch library.  

The training dataset consists of two open-source datasets: instruct-v3 and alpaca, both of 

which are instructional collections designed for fine-tuning instructions. The instruct-v3 dataset 

is obtainable from GitHub (https://huggingface.co/datasets/mosaicml/instruct-v3) and consists 

of 56k entries. The alpaca repository is also hosted on GitHub 

(https://huggingface.co/datasets/tatsu-lab/alpaca) and has 52k records. Were used datapoints 

from these datasets where the instructions were shorter than 2048 tokens. 

The two models were trained on the same dataset, which was segmented into three 

distinct sections: training, validation, and testing, which contained 83k, 10k, and 3k records 

respectively. The training segment was utilized to fine-tune the models, the validation segment 

to evaluate the training outcomes during the fine-tuning procedure, and the testing segment to 

assess the final model outcomes. 

All instructions were formatted according to the following template: 
 

<s>[INST] Below is an instruction that describes a task. Write a response that 

appropriately completes the request. 
 

   {input} [/INST] 
 

   {response}</s> 

https://huggingface.co/datasets/mosaicml/instruct-v3
https://huggingface.co/datasets/tatsu-lab/alpaca
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Example:  

 

<s>[INST] Below is an instruction that describes a task. Write a response that 

appropriately completes the request. Identify the odd one out. Twitter, Instagram, 

Telegram[/INST]Telegram</s> 

 

Both models were configured using LoraConfig [25], with the following parameters: 

 
Table 1. Lora Config for LLMs fine-tuning 

Parameter Paremeter description Value 

lora_alpha LoRA scaling factor 16 

lora_dropout Dropout parameter to reduce 

overfitting 

0.1 

r Matrix rank, relates to the amount 

of trainable parameters 

64 

 

 

The models were fine-tuned using PEFT [26, 27], which helped to reduce the hardware 

resources required.  

Given that both models required tens of gigabytes of RAM, NVIDIA A100 Tensor Core 

GPU instances were used for fine-tuning. The parameters for fine-tuning were as follows: 

 

Table 2: Training parameters for LLMs fine-tuning 

Parameter Parameter description Value 

num_train_epochs Number of training epochs 2 

per_device_train_batch_size Batch size 4 

warmup_steps The number of warm-out steps 0.03 

learning_rate Learning rate 2.5e-5 

bf16 16-bit floating point format  True 

max_seq_length Max number of tokens 1024 

 

The models were evaluated using the test dataset, which was not used during the fine-

tuning process. Evaluating LLMs is a complex task, and for this study, two techniques were 

applied. Firstly, instructions, expected responses, and actual responses were sent to the GPT-4 

model, which was asked to assign a score between 1 and 10. A higher score indicated a better 

adherence to the instructions. Secondly, the RAGAS library (which can be obtained by the 
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link: https://docs.ragas.io/en/stable/) was used to evaluate the model results using two metrics: 

Answer Correctness [28] and Answer Semantic Similarity [29]. 

 

Experiments and Results 

When comparing how different models learn over time, the LLaMA 2 model stands out 

because it learns very quickly, as shown by its fast-dropping training loss. However, when we 

look at the validation loss, which helps us understand how well the model performs on new, 

unseen data, it becomes clear that LLaMA 2 tends to overfit quickly. This means it performs 

well on the training data but not as well on new data, as noted in the literature [30]. As training 

continues, it is expected that LLaMA 2 will continue to show better results on the training data 

but worse results on the validation data. Attempts to fix this issue by using a technique called 

dropout have not been very successful in changing this trend. 

 
 

  

Fig. 1. Training loss comparison 

The table shows that Mixtrail takes more than double the time to train compared to 

LLaMA 2. This is important for projects with limited budgets, as saving time means saving 

money. The training was done using an NVIDIA A100 Tensor Core GPU and involved about 

83,000 training records. If the number of records increases or if larger models, such as 13 

billion or 70 billion parameter models, are used instead of a 7 billion parameter model, the 

costs could increase significantly. 

 
Table 3. Training time comparison 

Model LLaMA 2 Mixtral 

Training time, hours:mins 3:27 7:36 

 

Metrics are crucial for measuring how well a model performs specific tasks. The better 

the metrics, the more capable the model is of handling these tasks.  

Were evaluated the basic versions of the LLaMA 2 and Mixtrail models and compared 

them to their enhanced versions after fine-tuning. This comparison aims to understand how 

beneficial fine-tuning is for the tasks we are focusing on. 

We will assess the models using three main metrics: GPT-4 score, Answer Correctness, 

and Answer Semantic Similarity. 

https://docs.ragas.io/en/stable/
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Table 4. Metrics comparison 

Model Gpt-4 score (max 10) Answer Correctness 

Answer 

Semantic 

Simiilarity 

LLaMA 2, base 7.21 0.66 0.91 

LLaMA 2, fine-tuned 6.96 0.63 0.91 

Mixtral, base 7.12 0.62 0.91 

Mixtral, fine-tuned 7.51 0.67 0.91 

 

When assessing how well models perform, it's crucial to understand the limitations of the 

metrics used. The Answer Semantic Similarity metric, which measures how closely the model's 

response matches the actual answer in terms of meaning, might not be ideal for tasks involving 

detailed instructions, especially in specialized areas like physics or mathematics. This is 

because it may not capture all the nuanced information in such instructions. 

Another metric, Answer Correctness, looks at both how semantically similar the model's 

answer is to the correct answer and how factually accurate it is. This makes it a more 

comprehensive measure. 

In tests where these metrics are applied, GPT-4 is used to determine which model scores 

highest on these instruction tasks. Among the models evaluated, the Mixtral model fine-tuned 

for this purpose shows the best performance. Interestingly, the LLaMA 2 base model ranks 

second based on the Answer Correctness metric. 

 

Discussions and Future direction 

The comparison between the LLaMA 2 and Mixtrail models shows how they perform 

when carrying out instruction tasks. The results show that LLaMA 2 adjusts quickly, but it 

tends to overfit. On the other hand, Mixtrail takes more time to train but performs better in 

evaluations, making it a better choice for instruction tasks. The results highlight the importance 

of fine-tuning to improve the performance of LLMs for specific tasks. 

The study used the RAGAS library to create an evaluation framework. This framework 

has been effective in measuring the models' performance by providing accurate and reliable 

metrics. It opens up opportunities for future analysis and applications of LLMs, making the 

fine-tuning process easier and providing a method for quick and efficient performance 

measurement and metrics evaluation. 

The research emphasizes the need to find a balance between maintaining general 

language capabilities and achieving efficiency in specific tasks, a common challenge in 

business applications. These insights can guide future research and applications in machine 

learning, particularly those focusing on Large Language Models and their use in instruction 

tasks. 

As we move forward, the focus of our study will be broadened to assess these models 

within various specialized domains, not merely instructional tasks. There will also be a 

concentrated effort to fine-tune techniques and enhance evaluation metrics employed in this 

study. This initiative could pave the way for the creation of more effective and efficient LLMs, 
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elevating the field of Natural Language Processing to new heights. Noteworthy, we aim to 

focus extensively on improving the 'reasoning' component in future research.  

 

Conclusion 

The comparison of the LLaMA 2 and Mixtrail models has given us important information 

about how they work with instructional tasks. LLaMA 2 is quicker to fine-tune, but it can 

overfit. On the other hand, Mixtrail takes longer to train, but it performs better in tests, making 

it more dependable for instructional tasks. 

The study uses the RAGAS library to create a way to evaluate how well LLMs perform. 

The information from this study could help guide future research, especially in machine 

learning where LLMs are used for instructional tasks. 

In conclusion, these results remind us that fine-tuning is important for improving how 

well LLMs perform. They also highlight the importance of finding a balance between general 

language skills and efficiency in specific tasks, especially in business settings. 
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У роботі проведено комплексний аналіз і порівняльне дослідження двох великих 

мовних моделей, а саме LLaMA 2 і Mixtral, з акцентом на їхній продуктивності при 

виконанні навчальних завдань. Це моделі з відкритим кодом і доступні для широкого 

загалу. Дані моделі уже навчені на великих наборах даних і нашею задачею було їхнє тонке 

налаштування.  

Моделі були налаштовані за допомогою методів, таких як LoRA та QLoRA, які 

застосовувалися до великих наборів даних інструкцій. Основною ідеєю даних методів - є 

ефективне використання ресурсів за рахунок оптимізації тренувального процесу і 

параметрів. Тренувальний датасет складався з 10 тисяч інструкцій. Задачею тонкого 

налаштування було навчити моделі ефективно слідувати інструкціям.  

Процес тонкого налаштування було покращено завдяки реалізації параметрів-

ефективного тонкого налаштування (PEFT) з використанням графічного процесора 

NVIDIA A100 Tensor Core GPU, що забезпечує оптимальну продуктивність. Обидві моделі 

LLaMA 2 і Mixtral були налаштовані за допомогою платформ Hugging Face і PyTorch, 

використовуючи підтримку однакових параметрів для забезпечення порівняння. Тонке 

налаштування обох моделей відбувалось на протязі 2 епох.  

На протязі навчання, моделі евалюейтились, щоб зрозуміти наскільки ефективно 

проходить навчання. Основною метрикою для евалюейшину моделі була лосс функція.  
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Аналіз моделей був зроблений на основі даних, які не були включені у фазу навчання і 

евалюейшину. Цей підхід було прийнято для перевірки здатності моделей узагальнювати 

та адаптуватися до нових, невідомих даних, забезпечуючи таким чином більш надійну 

оцінку їх ефективності. З  допомогою бібліотеки RAGAS і спеціально створеної метрики 

GPT-4 score було створено систему оцінювання ефективності  LLM моделей. Дані моделі 

оцінювались на основі декількох метрик для більш надійної оцінки.  

Хоча модель LLaMA 2 демонструє швидшу швидкість тонкого налаштування, вона 

чутлива до перенавчання. З іншого боку, Mixtrail, незважаючи на те, що вимагає більше 

часу для навчання, показує кращі метрики, що робить його більш надійним інструментом 

для виконання завдань зв’язаних зі виконанням інструкцій. 

Ключові слова: великі мовні моделі PEFT, Lora, Qlora, Mixtral, LLaMA, тонке 

налаштування великих мовних моделей. 
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